Security flaws found in multiple Apple operating systems. Update ASAP.

You're receiving this email because you're subscribed to UIT's public email list.

Note: This message is also being sent to NotifyIT security subscribers via email.

Summary
Multiple vulnerabilities have been discovered in Apple iOS, iPadOS, and watchOS. If exploited, the vulnerabilities could allow criminals to execute arbitrary code, as well as perform privileged actions, delete emails, crash the mail client, cause device slowdowns, etc.

Impact
The University of Utah's Information Security Office is aware of the issue and is closely monitoring developments. Apple has released security updates, as well as information about other ways to mitigate the risk.

Recommendations
Users should ensure their devices are up to date with currently-available patches.

More information
- https://blog.zecops.com/vulnerabilities/youve-got-0-click-mail/

If you have questions, your local IT support staff may be able to assist, or you may contact your respective central help desk: UIT Help Desk (801-581-4000, option 1) or the ITS Service Desk (801-587-6000).

Corey Roach
Chief Information Security Officer
University of Utah
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